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Abstract: 

Displaying images as thumb-nails to then query the full 

size image upon user selection not only is a requirement 

for ADF Mobile applications, but ADF web applications as 

well. In this article I explain how you can use a Web 

Service to browse and search server side images to 

display as thumb nails on a tablet or mobile device.  

As usual, the sample can be downloaded from the ADF 

Code Corner website. 
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Introduction 
The sample application reads images from the server side file system to display in a list view on 

the mobile device. The images are queried through the ADF Mobile Web Service Data Control 

accessing a JAX-WS service. The images are queried in a base64 encoded format wrapped in a 

Java object that holds additional information about the image (you will se how handy this wrapper 

becomes). The image below shows the sample start screen with the image thumb nails showing 

in front of the list items. Detail information (width&height) is coming from the image wrapper class. 

 

Oracle ADF Mobile Code Corner is a blog-style series of how-to documents targeting at Oracle 
ADF Mobile that provide solutions to real world coding problems. ADF Mobile Code Corner 
is an extended offering to ADF Code Corner 
 
Disclaimer: All samples are provided as is with no guarantee for future upgrades or error 
correction. No support can be given through Oracle customer support.  
 
Please post questions or report problems related to the samples in this series on the OTN forum 
for Oracle JDeveloper: http://forums.oracle.com/forums/forum.jspa?forumID=83 
 

http://forums.oracle.com/forums/forum.jspa?forumID=83
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When the user selects an image, a new request is issued for the Web Service to return the full 

size image (Note that in a next ADF Mobile Code Corner article I'll discuss how data accessed 

from a Web Service can be cached on the mobile device to avoid expensive re-fetches of data) 

 

As shown in the image above, the picture is now displayed in its full – uncompressed – size with 

additional information about the image. 

The mobile sample has a search field for users to type in the name of a sub-directory to browse 

the images contained in this folder. The sample application provides you with data  that has a 

sub-directory "my-images" to query.  

In a production environment, the search field should be replaced with a programmatically derived 

sub-directory name (e.g. to browser images owned by the authenticated user).  
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When the query for the sub-directory is issued, the list of icons changes accordingly. 
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Clicking on an image then also brings up the full-size image view 

Mobile View 
Previously shown images are screen shots from a tablet-mini. The image below shows the same 

application running on a mobile phone. As you can see, the information to the images is reduced 

to better adjust to the smaller screen size available. The way you can do this is through EL. 

 

For this the El is added to the AMX page to hide the width and height field and to ensure the 

remaining name field takes a larger percentage in size. 
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<amx:cellFormat width="#{deviceScope.hardware.screen.width >= 500 ?  

               '30%':'90%'}"  height="40px" id="cf2"> 

    <amx:outputText value="#{row.imageName}" id="ot2"/> 

 </amx:cellFormat> 

 <amx:cellFormat width="60%" height="40px" id="cf3" 

                 rendered="#{deviceScope.hardware.screen.width >=  

                            500}"> 

  <!-- hide cell if device is not tablet or tablet mini. Determine by  

       screen width -->               

    <amx:outputText value="height: #{row.height} , width: #{row.width}"  

         id="ot3" /> 

 </amx:cellFormat>    

Similar to the tablet deployment, selecting an thumb nail image shows the image in its original 

size in a popup dialog.  
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Note that due to the reduced display size, you need to scroll the popup dialog to press the "Ok" 

button that closes the popup.  

Important Performance Disclaimer:  The download of images through a Web Service like in 

this sample may be of no good performance if the number of images (and thus the data volume) 

is big. If the use case you implement is something along the lines of a web album, you should 

consider an alternative like a web URL for accessing the images. In this case, the Web Service 

would compose the web URL for an image (e.g. using a image servlet to provide the thumb nail 

compression) and pass this on to the mobile device. 

Important Security Disclaimer:  This example is a demo and not meant to put into production 

without modification. The sample demonstrates the ability to stream images read from the file 

system as part f a SOAP message to then render the full image upon selection. Reading images 

from the file system has been chosen to keep the demo set-up simple. It’s a security risk to allow 

users to search subdirectories in a free form field as this could be used to exploit the server side 

infrastructure. In a production environment, the sub directory should be programmatically derived 

for a user, e.g. based on the user name. Instead of using the file system to host images, you can 

also use the database, for which you override the ImageQueryServiceImpl.java class of the 

provided Web Service. Using the database you can apply further authorization like label security 

and database proxy authentication. Please refrain from blindly copying the sample code into any 

production environment – thank you! 

Nice to know:  With only little modifications, you can use the same code that produces the 

thumbnail images in ADF web applications. Instead of a Web Service, for better performance,  

you may want to use a image servlet for the thumbnail and the fullimage query. If you are on 

JDeveloper 11.1.1.7, then the list item view used in the sample also becomes available for your 

web use.  

Configuring and Testing the Web Service 

The ZIP file you can download from ADF Code Corner as sample m04 contains a folder "gallery" that 

contains the images to query. Make sure the gallery is copied to the d: drive of your Windows machine so 

it becomes accessible as d:\gallery. If you don't have a "d:" drive or you are not on Windows, then make 

sure you edit the web.xml file of the Web Service workspace. 

The ZIP file you can download from ADF Code Corner as sample m04 contains a JDeveloper 11.1.2.3 

workspace ImageQueryService that you need to open in Oracle JDeveloper.  

Expand the ImageQueryService node select the ImageQueryService.java class using the right 

mouse button. You find the ImageQueryService.java class in the adf.mobile.sample.imgqry. 

service package folder. 
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If you did not copy the images to d:\gallery (e.g. to another drive or OS), open the web.xml file in the 

JDeveloper Web Content -> WEB-INF directory and edit the following entry  

 <context-param> 

    <description>Directory to read images from</description> 

    <param-name>serverImageDirectory</param-name> 

    <param-value>D:\gallery</param-value> 

 </context-param> 

Just change the param-value element to the location containing the images.  

Next, choose Test WebService from the context menu to deploy and run the Web Service. To access the 

JDeveloper integrated Weblogic Server from a mobile device it is important that it listens to the machine's 

IP address or domain, which by default it will.  

 

You can use the Web Service tester to ensure your configuration of the image folder to work properly.  

Also part of the Web Service tester dialog is the Web Service WSDL file reference that you would need if 

you want to re-build this sample. In this case the WSDL reference needs to be provided to the Web 

Service Data Control in the mobile application design time (See the next section). 
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Important information: By default the Web Service reads the images form the server side file 

system. If you want to change this (e.g. to read images from the database) then all you need to 

do is to change the code in the ImageQueryServiceImpl.java implementation class. 

Separating the Web Service definition class from the implementation logic allows you to perform 

any change without re-generating the Web Service (and thus no need to change the mobile 

application).  

Building the Data Control 

Note: The sample is complete and you don't need to build anything before running it. Just in case you 

want to re-build it, the next pages explain in brief how you access the Web Service data from an ADF 

Mobile application. You can skip this section if you are not interested in the how-to. 

The ADF Mobile workspace by default contains two projects, an Application Controller project and a 

reusable Feature project, ImageGallery in the sample. Select the Feature project with the right mouse 

button and choose New from the context menu.  
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Choose the Web Service Data Control option in the New Gallery dialog as shown below.  

 

Provide a name for the Data Control and copy the WSDL reference from the clipboard to obtain the 

information about WS exposed methods and attributes at design time.  

To this time, using the localhost reference instead of the IP address of the machine hosting the service is 

okay. I'll explain later how you can change the host and port information before you deploy the mobile 

application to a device. 

 

Press Next and select all methods exposed by the Web Service. Click Finish. 
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The Web Service Data Control is generated based on the information in the WSDL file reference. A 

DataControls.dcx file is created with the name you specified for WS DC. 
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Looking at the Data Control panel (see image above) the WS methods and attributes become available for 

declaratively mobile user interface development, which is explained next. 

Building the User Interface 

The mobile application in the sample consists of a single ADF Mobile feature having a single AMX page 

defined. To create the AMX page, you select the admf-feature.xml file in the feature project (the name 

of the feature project in the sample is ImageGallery). Double click the admf-feature.xml file to open it 

and then press the green plus icon next to the Feature label to create a new feature definition.  

 

 

The feature name should be chosen so it is unique for an application or, if the feature is meant to be 

reusable in different ADF Mobile applications, across applications.   

If you keep all the default settings in the Create ADF Mobile Feature dialog then the feature will 

automatically be configured with the application. 

 

Next, with the new feature selected, press the green plus icon next to the Filelabel to create the AMX 

Page (the other option for more complex features would be to use a task flow). 
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Create the page only with a header facet for the title. There is no need to add actions for the sample.  

 

In the Application Navigator, drag and drop the showThumbNailImageViews(String) entry from the 

Data Controls panel onto the PanelPage entry in the page. 
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In the list of possible options, choose the ADF Mobile Parameter Form to create the search field on 

top of the mobile screen to browse images in the sub directory. 

Next, drag and drop the Return node of the showThumbNailImageViews(String) method and create 

an ADF Mobile List View as shown in the image below. 

 

 

Choose a list with icons so the thumb nail images render at the start (see image below). 
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For the Text field, choose the imageName attribute (an attribute of the image wrapper POJO of the 

Web Service implementation). The image element is set to the base64EncodedImageContentString 

attribute of the wrapper POJO (terribly long name, I know. I am German and sometimes we do this). 

 

Note that the image element in the AMX page needs some further adjustment to render the base64 

encoded image string. So open the AMX page and locate the amx:image tag element. Change the sourve 

property value from  

source="#{row.base64EncodedImageContentString}" 

to 

source="data:image/#{row.imageType};base64,#{row.base64EncodedImageCont

entString}" 

 

Important knowledge transfer: The amx:image tag needs to be notified if image content is base64 

encoded to render the image properly. To do this, you prefix the base64 encoded string with data:image/gif 

, data:image/jpg or data:image/png. Since the image type information is part of the Image wrapper POJO 

used in the sample, the prefix can be defined as: "data:image/#{row.imageType};base64, ". This then 

makes the encoding flexible and allows JPG, PNG and GIF images to be read from a single directory.  

Deploying the Application 

Important: Before you deploy the application, you need to change the localhost reference in the 

connections.xml file with a IP address or domain address of the server that hosts the Web Service.  Open 

the connections.xml file in the Application Resources  Descriptors  ADF META-INF folder in 

Orace JDeveloper. Edit the two entries shown in the image below to make the Web Service accessible 

from the mobile device.  
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Note that if you deploy to a stand-alone WLS server, you also need to change the port information (7101 

for the integrated WLS) 

Choose Application  Deploy  New Deployment Profile to create a deployment profile for your 

target device (Android or iOS) 

 

The image below shows how to create a deployment profile for Android. 
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As shown in the image below, an Android deployment profile ImageGallery4Android already exists in 

the sample and you can use it. 

 

Choose the device to deploy to (mobile device or simulator) and then press Next until the dialog closes 

and the deployment starts (takes 1-2 minutes) 
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After the deployment has finished, start the application from the Image Gallery icon on the mobile or 

tablet device. The initial screen should show as in the image below 
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Sample Download 

You can download the ADF Mobile 1.0 (JDeveloper 11.1.2.3) sample as sample m04 from the ADF Code 

Corner website: 

www.oracle.com/technetwork/developer-tools/adf/learnmore/index-101235.html 

To run the sample, perform the following steps: 

1. Deploy the content of the ZIP file to your D: drive 

2. Open D:\ImageQueryService\ImageQueryService.jws in JDeveloper 11.1.2.3 and run the 

ImageQueryService.java file located in the adf.mobile.sample.imgqry.service package in the 

Web Service tester. For this select the ImageQueryService.java file with the right mouse button 

and choose the tester option. If you don't have a D: drive, edit the Web Service web.xml file and 

change the location of the image gallery in the context parameter on top of the file. 

3. Open D:\ImageGallery\ImageGallery.jws in JDeveloper 11.1.2.3 and find and edit the 

connections.xml file located in Application Resources  Descriptors  ADF META-INF 

folder. Edit the two localhost entries and replace them with the IP address of the your machine 

running the Web Service. If you deploy the WebService to a remote server, change the port as 

well. 

4. Choose Application  Deploy  ImageGallery4Android to deploy the application to an 

Android device or simulator. If you want to test this on iPhone and iPad, create a deployment 

profile for iOS first.  

5. Select the Image Gallery icon on the mobile device to run the sample. 

6. Optionally, type my-images into the search field browse images in the gallery sub-directory 

Android 

ADF Mobile allows mobile on-device applications to be developed for Apple iOS and the Android 

platform (plus what will come in the future). From a development perspective this means that a single 

code line does it. So choosing between the two mobile platforms I decided for Android as the platform 

that I use for ADF Code Corner mobile sample development and testing. The development platform 

however should not matter as ADF Mobile is doing the cross-platform compilation trick for you.  

However, from a perspective of what has been tested and where have samples been tested on, the answer 

is Android 2.3 and Android 4.0 for mobile phone and tablet.  
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